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Abstract: The research question this paper aims at answering is the following: In an ontology-driven
annotation system, can the information extracted from external resources (namely, Wikidata) provide
users with useful suggestions in the characterization of entities used for the annotation of documents
from historical archives? The context of the research is the PRiSMHA project, in which the main goal
is the development of a proof-of-concept prototype ontology-driven system for semantic metadata
generation. The assumption behind this effort is that an effective access to historical archives needs
a rich semantic knowledge, relying on a domain ontology, that describes the content of archival
resources. In the paper, we present a new feature of the annotation system: when characterizing
a new entity (e.g., a person), some properties describing it are automatically pre-filled in, and
more complex semantic representations (e.g., events the entity is involved in) are suggested; both
kinds of suggestions are based on information retrieved from Wikidata. In the paper, we describe
the automatic algorithm devised to support the definition of the mappings between the Wikidata
semantic model and the PRiSMHA ontology, as well as the process used to extract information from
Wikidata and to generate suggestions based on the defined mappings. Finally, we discuss the results
of a qualitative evaluation of the suggestions, which provides a positive answer to the initial research
question and indicates possible improvements.
Keywords: semantic metadata generation; linked data; ontologies; digital curation; historical
archives; digital cultural heritage; information exploration
1. Introduction
Digital Cultural Heritage has become a key concept for all kinds of cultural insti-
tutions, whether they are museums, libraries, archives, or cultural centers. It is a pil-
lar of EU research programs (in both Horizon2020 and Horizon Europe frameworks:
ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/research-area/social-sciences-and-humanities/
europes-cultural-heritage-and-creativity_en); it represents the core of many European ini-
tiatives (pro.europeana.eu/post/understanding-digital-transformation-across-the-cultural-
heritage-sector); it attracted the specific attention of UNESCO, who claims: “Digital
heritage is likely to become more important and more widespread over time. Increas-
ingly, individuals, organizations and communities are using digital technologies to doc-
ument and express what they value and what they want to pass on to future genera-
tions”. (en.unesco.org/themes/information-preservation/digital-heritage/concept-digital-
heritage) Obviously, Cultural Heritage is a very inclusive concept, and different types of
cultural institutions have heterogeneous needs with respect to the management of their
Cultural Heritage in a digital framework. Moreover, the term “digital” itself has a large
and sometimes fuzzy meaning, ranging from the digitization of paper documents to virtual
reality applications, to online communication and marketing activities.
In this paper, we will focus on cultural institutions that host historical archives includ-
ing documents such as newspaper articles, pictures, typewritten leaflets, manuscripts,
and posters.
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The digital transformation for historical archives is particularly challenging: The
simple digitization of documents is not enough to offer an effective and flexible access,
since the actual content of documents must be grasped. However, a completely automatic
processing aimed at extracting document content can be very difficult, sometimes already
at the OCR level (e.g., in case of very blurred old text with handwritten annotations—
see Figure 1), sometimes when trying to apply complex NLP approaches (e.g., event-
extraction [1]) to OCR-ized texts.
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A valid alternative to fully automatic processing is to involve users in the annotation
process, by enabling them to build machine-readable information about document content
while exploiting NLP (in particular, Information Extraction) to support them in this activity.
This is the perspective we committed to in the PRiSMHA project.
PRiSMHA (Providing Rich Semantic Metadata for Historical Archives) [2] is a three-
year (2017–2020) national project, involving the Computer Science and the Historical
Studies Departments of the University of Torino. The project is funded by Fondazione
Compagnia di San Paolo and Università di Torino, and it is based on the close collaboration
with the Polo del ‘900 (www.polodel900.it, accessed on 10 May 2021), in particular with
the Fondazione Istituto piemontese Antonio Gramsci (www.gramscitorino.it, accessed
on 10 May 2021), which is the major contributor of the Polo del ‘900 historical archive
(www.polodel900.it/9centro, accessed on 10 May 2021).
The main goal of PRiSMHA is the design and implementation of an ontology-driven
prototype platform supporting users in semantic metadata production. The assumption
behind the approach adopted in the project, shared within the Digital Humanities commu-
nity (see, for instance, [3–5]), is that an effective and engaging access to historical archives
needs a rich semantic knowledge, based on a domain ontology, describing the content of
archival documents.
In order to demonstrate the sustainability of this approach, we focused on the Italian
political and social history of the 20th century, taking especially into account the years
from the 1960s to the 1990s. Referring to such a domain, we selected 200 documents
from the Istituto Gramsci’s collections, mainly newspaper/review articles and typewritten
leaflets, often with handwritten annotations (see Figure 1). Moreover, we developed an
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ontology-driven prototype web platform, enabling users to annotate such documents
(see Section 2).
However, ontology-based annotation is a very challenging task, also for expert users,
especially since it is extremely time-consuming. For this reason, we implemented a double
support for the users of the PRiSMHA annotation platform, exploiting both automatic
Information Extraction techniques, namely Named Entity Recognition (NER), when full
text is available, and entity linking to Linked Open Data (LOD) sets (see [6] for details
about this double support). In particular, as regards the support provided by external
datasets, the first step has been the integration of a functionality enabling Wikidata [7]
search. This functionality provides users with (a) the possibility of linking an entity (i.e.,
a person, an organization, or a place) belonging to the PRiSMHA knowledge base to a
Wikidata entity; (b) the suggestion of values for the category and label fields in the form the
user has to fill in to characterize the new entity (see Section 2).
We evaluated the double support with users, and the results showed that NER and
entity linking to LOD actually support users in the annotation activity in an effective way;
in particular, users appreciated the pre-filling of category and label fields in the form for
creating a new entity (see [6]). Moreover, in the free comments, some users asked for
more effective help, i.e., for suggestions about other properties characterizing the entity
in focus. In the same study, some participants provided us with another reason to offer a
better support when building semantic metadata: some of them claimed that the task was
quite complex, since typically, several entities need to be characterized in order to describe
the content of a text fragment. For example, when describing an event (e.g., a protest
march) mentioned in a document, users may need to characterize all the single involved
entities (such as place, time, people, organizations, etc.), and gathering information about
such entities can be time consuming and even distracting from the original task (i.e., the
description of the event itself).
On the basis of these suggestions we designed, implemented, and tested a new version
of the support system which involved the following when characterizing a new entity (e.g.,
a person): (a) more properties, besides category and label, are automatically pre-filled in;
(b) more complex semantic representations are suggested, for example the creation of one
or more events, in which the entity in focus is involved with a specific role (see Sections 3
and 4 for details). In the proof-of-concept prototype of this new version of the annotation
platform, both kinds of suggestions are based on information retrieved from Wikidata.
Two main issues have to be faced in order to reach this goal: (a) the alignment of the
semantic model underlying Wikidata with the ontology used in the PRiSMHA system
(described in Section 3); (b) on the basis of such an alignment, an effective process to extract
useful information from Wikidata and a User Interface to provide users with suggestions
(described in Section 4).
With this in mind, we can now formulate the research question we aim at answering
with the work presented in this paper:
Given an ontology-driven web-based semantic annotation system, can information ex-
tracted from available external resources (Linked Open Data), such as Wikidata, provide
users with useful suggestions in the creation of new entities used for the annotation?
The main contribution of this paper is to answer this research question by describing
how we aligned the Wikidata semantic model and the PRiSMHA ontology (Section 3)
and how this enabled us to extract information that represents the envisioned suggestions
(Section 4).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview
of the PRiSMHA environment by presenting the annotation platform and the underlying
ontology. Section 3 describes the mappings between the Wikidata semantic model and
the PRiSMHA ontology. In particular, Section 3.1 explains how we defined the mapping
between Wikidata categories and classes/individuals in the PRiSMHA ontology, while
Section 3.1 presents the mappings between Wikidata and PRiSMHA entity description
patterns. Section 4 outlines the process used in PRiSMHA to retrieve information from
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Wikidata and to provide suggestions to the users who are building semantic representations
using the annotation platform. Section 5 presents the results of a qualitative evaluation
of the suggestions and discusses them. Finally, Section 6 analyzes different fields where
relevant approaches have been developed and discussed, in particular the field of ontology
matching, and explains our choices. Section 7 concludes the paper by sketching future
work directions.
2. Overview of the PRiSMHA Environment
The core of our project is the ontology-driven prototype platform supporting users in
the annotation activity. In PRiSMHA, an “annotation” is the link from a document (more
specifically, a document fragment) and a semantic representation stored in a Semantic KB.
For example, the document in Figure 1 could be annotated with a link to the semantic
representation of the entity representing the FIAT company.
In order to add annotations to a selected document, users can click View or add an-
notations (Figure 2): the system pops up a window (Figure 3) where the user can select
an existing entity or add a new one by clicking on Add (and link) new entity. In the latter
case, after having selected the suited entity type (e.g., Azienda—Company) and having
provided a label (e.g., “FIAT”), the user has to fill in a form (see Figure 4) in which all
properties characterizing the entity are listed (actually, properties are organized in three
tabs, containing important, useful, and other properties, respectively; see [4]).
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For all the listed properties but the first one, the user is invited to search the KB to
select an existing entity (e.g., Torino for the ubicata in—located in property); if no suitable
entity is found, the user has the possibility to create a basic entity, i.e., an entity characterized
only by type and label. This mechanism has been designed in order to enable the user to
go on with the description of the entity in focus (e.g., FIAT), without being distracted by
the description of property fillers; obviously, she will be able to enhance the description of
basic entities later on.
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However, as users told us, filling in forms for the characterization of entities to be used
in the annotation is a challenging task that is sometimes boring and time consuming. For
this reason, in the new version of the prototype we are going to describe in this paper, the
user can click Search on external resource (corresponding to the filler of the first “property”,
Corrisponde esattamente a—Exactly corresponds to), thus asking the system to search for
suggestions provided by external resources, such as Wikidata, in order to pre-fill in some
of the properties.
In Sections 3 and 4, we will describe in detail how information is retrieved and
suggestions are generated. Here, we briefly present the main characteristic of the annotation
platform, i. ., the fact that it is ontology-driven.
The sy tem’s Sem ntic KB stores the formal descriptio s of the entitie used in the an-
nota i of d cu ents, as well s the annotation themselves (i.e., the links between entities
and d cuments). It is implemented (by means of Jena TDB 3.6.0 (je a.apache. rg/documentation/tdb)
a an RDF triplestore (www.w3.org/RDF, accessed on 10 May 2021)).
The conceptual vocabulary used to d scribe entities is represent by two ontologies,
namely HERO and HERO-900.
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HERO (Historical Event Representation Ontology; available at w3id.org/hero/HERO,
accessed on 10 May 2021) is a core ontology organized into five modules:
• HERO-TOP is the upper level of the ontological model, and it is based on the basic
distinctions defined in DOLCE [8]: perdurants (including states and events), objects
(including physical objects and non-physical objects, such as social objects as organizations
or social roles), and abstract entities. HERO-TOP also contains relations such as, for
example, the participation relation linking objects (e.g., people) to perdurants (e.g., events
they participate in).
• HERO-ROCS is the module devoted to the representation of social roles (e.g., Prime
Minister), organizations (e.g., Italian Communist Party, FIAT), and collective entities (e.g.,
politicians). Since social roles are particularly relevant in the mechanism for suggesting
information extracted from Wikidata, we will describe below how they are represented
in HERO.
• HERO-EVENTS is the module devoted to the representation of events (e.g., homicide).
Events, together with their participants, play a major role in suggestions of information
extracted from Wikidata, so some details of this module will be described below.
• HERO-PLACE is the module devoted to the representation of places (e.g., cities).
• HERO-TIME is the module devoted to the representation of time intervals (e.g., days
and years).
HERO-900 is a domain ontology composed by three modules (HERO-ROCS-900,
HERO-EVENT-900, and HERO-PLACE-900) that extend the corresponding HERO modules
with the definition of classes and relations characterizing the history of the 20th century,
with a special focus on the years from the 1960s to the 1990s in Italy.
The version of HERO + HERO-900 used in the current prototype is encoded in OWL 2
(www.w3.org/OWL, accessed on 10 May 2021) and counts 429 classes, 380 properties, 145
individuals, and 4661 logical axioms.
In the following, we provide some details about how HERO and HERO-900 model
the semantic representation of an entity, focusing on those aspects that are particularly
relevant to the suggestion mechanism that we will describe in Sections 3 and 4.
Simple properties. In HERO, there are data properties and object properties. An example
of data property is hasName, which can be used to assign a name, in the form of a string, to
an entity; for example, the triple <SandroPertini, hasName, “Sandro Pertini”> states that the
name of SandroPertini (an instance of the PhysicalPerson HERO class) is “Sandro Pertini”.
An example of object property is hasBirthPlace, which can be used to say that somebody was
born somewhere; for example, the triple <SandroPertini, hasBirthPlace, StellaSanGiovanni>
states that SandroPertini was born in StellaSanGiovanni (an instance of the ItalianMunicipality
HERO class).
When the user is filling in the form to characterize a new entity to be added to the
Semantic KB, an algorithm (described in [4]) singles out the suitable properties for that
entity, as well as the valid classes for their fillers.
Temporary properties. In some cases, the attribution of a property to an entity has
to be limited to a specific time interval; for example, a politician can be affiliated to a
given political party only for a specific period of time. In such cases, a property attribution
involves at least three arguments: the two entities at issue and the temporal parameter.
Since n-ary (n > 2) properties cannot be directly represented in OWL 2, HERO models them
by means of specific classes whose instances represent particular property attributions (
www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations, accessed on 10 May 2021). In the following, we
describe how temporary properties are modeled in HERO, taking the temporary affiliation
as an example. To state that Sergio Garavini has been affiliated to the Italian Communist
Refoundation Party from 1991 to 1995, we create an instance x of the HERO TemporaryAffili-
ationToOrganization class, and assert the following triples:
• <x, hasAffiliationToOrganizationEntityElement, SergioGaravini>, stating that Sergio Gar-
avini has been temporary affiliated to some organization (where SergioGaravini is an
instance of the class PhysicalPerson);
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• <x, hasAffiliationToOrganizationOrganizationElement, ItalianCommunistRefoundationParty>,
stating that ItalianCommunistRefoundationParty is the object of the temporary affiliation
(where ItalianCommunistRefoundationParty is an instance of the PoliticalParty class,
subclass of Organization);
• <x, hasTemporalParameterElement, tx>, where tx is an instance of the TimeInterval class,
used to define the start and end time boundaries of the affiliation;
• <tx, intBeginsIn, t1991>, stating that t1991 (instance of the Year class, subclass of
TimeInterval) is the start time of the affiliation;
• <tx, intEndsIn, t1995>, stating that t1995 (instance of the Year class, subclass of TimeIn-
terval) is the end time of the affiliation.
Playing roles. HERO enables users to state that somebody played a specific social
role, for example, that Aldo Moro was professor at Sapienza University of Rome.
Following a well-known approach [9], we reify social roles by creating instances of the
Role class (or of a subclass of it); then, instances representing roles can be “institutionalized”
by an organization [10] and “played” by a person: For example, the role “professor at
Sapienza University of Rome” can be institutionalized by the Sapienza University and
played by Aldo Moro.
Slightly more formally, to model the mentioned example, we can use professor, instance
of the Profession class (subclass of Role) already available in HERO (where a number of
individuals representing common social roles within the domain are present); moreover, a
new instance of the Profession class (subclass of Role), professorAtSapienza, can be created,
and the following triples can be stated:
• <professorAtSapienza, subRoleOf, professor>, stating that the professorAtSapienza role is a
sub-role of the professor role;
• <Sapienza, institutionalizes, professorAtSapienza>, stating that the professorAtSapienza
role is institutionalized by the Sapienza University (where Sapienza is an instance of
University, subclass of Organization);
• <AldoMoro, isClassifiesdBy, professorAtSapienza>, stating that AldoMoro (instance of
PhysicalPerson) played the professorAtSapienza role; the isClassifiedBy property expresses
the main relation between concepts and ground entities; when the concept is a role, it
expresses the notion of playing such a role.
If information about time is available, the temporary version of isClassifiedBy (“plays
role”) can be used. The pattern is the same as that of temporary affiliation described above:
An instance x of the TemporaryClassification class is created, and the hasClassificationClas-
sifiedEntityElement and hasClassificationClassifyingConceptElement properties are used to
state the person and the role involved, respectively; time boundaries are represented as in
temporary affiliation.
Participating in events with a specific role. HERO enables users to represent events
with their participants, as well as the specific roles they play in the events. Inspired by the
neo-Davidsonian approach to the representation of events [11], participants and their roles
are defined by means of binary properties (corresponding to thematic roles) [12].
Consider the following example: Giovanni Falcone was assassinated by Giovanni
Brusca on May 23 1992 in Capaci; an instance ‘e’ of the Homicide class is created and the
following triples are stated:
• <e, hasPatient, GiovanniFalcone>, stating that GiovanniFalcone (instance of PhysicalPerson)
“participated” in the homicide e with the role of “patient” (i.e., the participant affected
by the event);
• <e, hasAgent, GiovanniBrusca>, stating that GiovanniBrusca (instance of PhysicalPerson)
participated in the homicide e with the role of “agent” (i.e., the participant who
voluntarily acted in the event);
• <e, hasLocation, Capaci>, stating that the event e took place in Capaci (instance of
ItalianMunicipality);
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• <e, hasTimespan, 23-05-1992>, stating that the event e took place on May 23 1992
(23-05-1992, instance of the Day class, subclass of TimeInterval).
In Section 4, we will describe how we extract information from Wikidata to provide
suggestions to the users of the annotation platform, but the first step needed to design such
a mechanism is the alignment of the semantic model underlying Wikidata with HERO
(Section 3). In the rest of the paper, for the sake of readability, we will refer to the two
ontologies HERO and HERO-900 simply as HERO.
3. Mapping from the Wikidata Semantic Model to HERO
As stated before, the first step toward the interoperability between Wikidata and the
PRiSMHA platform is the definition of an alignment between the two semantic models. In
particular, we aim at defining a directed alignment, i.e., a mapping (see Section 6), in which
the Wikidata model represents the source ontology and HERO the target ontology [13].
Since Wikidata is a cross-domain semantic model, while HERO, and in particular
HERO-900, is a specific domain ontology, the alignment process is driven by HERO: We
search the Wikidata model to find correspondences with a given HERO concept.
As far as HERO classes and individuals are concerned, we designed and implemented
an automatic algorithm (described in Section 3.1) that provided us with a set of correspon-
dences between the two ontologies; then, this set has been manually checked and corrected
in order to produce the final mappings used by the system to provide suggestions.
As far as properties are concerned, the results of the automatic algorithm were defi-
nitely unsatisfactory. Moreover, as we will show in Section 3.2, in many cases, Wikidata
complex patterns involving properties have to be mapped onto complex patterns in HERO.
For these reasons, such mappings have been manually defined.
We recall our goal, i.e., providing users with suggestions based on information re-
trieved by Wikidata: In this perspective, the matching task is not our goal, but it is a needed
step aimed at enabling suggestions. In Section 6, we will discuss how our work to align
Wikidata and HERO semantic models is related to existing ontology matching approaches.
3.1. Mappings between Categories
In this section, we describe the approach we developed to find the Wikidata categories,
which correspond to HERO classes or individuals. The strategy that we devised is based on
label matching. Since HERO is provided with both Italian and English labels, the matching
process relies on both languages. The label-matching strategy consists of a sequence of
steps, starting with a class or individual from the HERO ontology to end up with the
category in Wikidata which has the same meaning as the input class. In particular, for each
HERO class or individual, we perform: (1) Label Extraction, (2) Knowledge Base Access,
and (3) Scoring.
In Section 6, we will discuss ontology matching approaches and why we decided to
define a new algorithm instead of using existing tools.
(1) Label Extraction.
The Label Extraction step is aimed at extracting the labels for English and Italian for
the HERO category provided as input; then, the extracted lexicalizations are used to access
external knowledge bases in the second step. The intuition underlying the labels extraction
step is to exploit both languages to improve the precision of the matching strategy. The
extraction process for the HERO category (either a class or an individual) C produces the
two sets LCen and LCit of the English and Italian labels, respectively, which are associated
with C. In order to increase the precision of the matching strategy, we build the Cartesian
product LC = LCen × LCit containing all the associations of each English label with each
Italian label for the HERO category C.
We introduce an example to illustrate the strategy. A graphical representation of the
whole process is depicted in Figure 5. Let us consider the HERO Questioning class. In HERO,
Questioning is provided with the two sets of labels: LQuestioningen = {questioning, interrogation}
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and LQuestioningit = {interrogatorio} (where interrogatorio is the Italian translation of question-
ing). Thus, the Cartesian product LQuestioning = {<interrogation, interrogatorio>,<questioning,
interrogatorio>} is the output of this step.
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Figure 5. Picture representing the automatic matching strategy. The three steps, namely Label Extraction, Knowledge Base
Access, and Scoring are depicted by starting from the HERO Questioning label.
(2) Knowledge Base Access.
The Knowledge Base Ac e s step is aimed at retrieving the best matching entity
for each pair of labels in LC by querying exter al knowledge bases. Since we are inter-
ested in providing matches grounded in the Wikidata space, we exploit two additional
resources for which a mapping to Wikidata exists (queries to Wikidata have been per-
formed through the MediaWiki API: www.wikidata.org/w/api.php, accessed on 23 March
2021): BabelNet [14] (queries to BabelNet have been performed through the Java API: ba-
belnet.org/guide, accessed on 23 March 2021) and Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org, accessed
on 23 March 2021; queries to Wikipedia have been performed through the MediaWiki API:
en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php, accessed on 23 March 2021).
The rationale underlying the decision to leverage multiple resources instead of using
Wikidata only is that by performing the same query on multiple resources that share the
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same vocabulary, we can, in principle, obtain different rankings for the same entities,
according to the different sorting criteria implemented by different resources. Additionally,
if the same entity is retrieved from multiple resources by using the same labels, we can
reasonably consider the result as more reliable: the more resources provide the same entity
by means of the same query, the more reliable should be the result.
Since we are interested in computing the best matching entity for each label pair <lCen,
lCit> contained in LC, we perform six different queries, one for each resource and language,
in order to obtain six different result rankings. We can represent the query to a knowledge
base with the function Q(KB, label), where KB is the resource and label is the English or
Italian label from LC. For example, the query to Wikipedia with the label interrogation can
be represented as Q(Wikipedia, interrogation).
Let us consider the HERO Questioning class, for which the Label Extraction step
returns the set LQuestioning = {<interrogation, interrogatorio>,<questioning, interrogatorio>}. If
we consider the first pair of labels <interrogation, interrogatorio> as input for the Knowledge
Base Access step, we perform six different queries, three for the English labels and three
for the Italian labels, obtaining the following results (as regards Wikipedia, for the sake of
brevity, we only report the first two results, referred to with the title of the corresponding
Wikipedia pages; all the query results are ordered lists):
• Q(Wikipedia, interrogation) = [Interrogation, Interrogation_(TV_series)];
• Q(Wikipedia, interrogatorio) = [Interrogatorio, Interrogatorio_(ordinamento_italiano)];
• Q(Wikidata, interrogation) = [Q327018, Q60753100, Q6056617, Q6056611];
• Q(Wikidata, interrogatorio) = [Q327018, Q56323357, Q3800554];
• Q(BabelNet, interrogation) = [bn:00032094n, bn:00047209n, bn:00047208n];
• Q(BabelNet, interrogatorio) = [bn:00032094n, bn:22438476n, bn:00023955n].
The query to a knowledge base KB provides results that lie in the space SKB of entities
belonging to the queried knowledge base. For example, Q(Wikipedia, interrogation) returns
an ordered list whose elements are Wikipedia entities. Since we are interested in obtaining
entities in the Wikidata space, we defined a mapping function M that maps each Wikipedia
or BabelNet list of entities to the corresponding Wikidata ones: M:SWikipedia U SBabelNet →
SWikidata. In practice, M exploits the equivalence links to Wikidata entities possibly provided
by Wikipedia and BabelNet: Wikipedia pages offer such links in the section titled “In other
projects”, while BabelNet synsets provide them in their sources set. All those Wikipedia or
BabelNet entities for which no link to a Wikidata entry exists are lost in the mapping. For ex-
ample, given the list of Wikipedia entities [Interrogation, Interrogation_(TV_series)], we have
M([Interrogation, Interrogation_(TV_series)]) = [Q327018,Q60753100]; i.e., the corresponding
list of Wikidata entities.
If we apply the mapping function M to the query results listed above, we obtain the
following entity lists in the Wikidata space:
• M(Q(Wikipedia, interrogation)) = [Q327018, Q60753100];
• M(Q(Wikipedia, interrogatorio)) = [Q327018, Q56323357];
• M(Q(Wikidata, interrogation)) = [Q327018, Q60753100, Q6056617, Q6056611];
• M(Q(Wikidata, interrogatorio)) = [Q327018, Q56323357, Q3800554];
• M(Q(BabelNet, interrogation)) = [Q327018, Q189756] (in this case, the mapping function
returns only two correspondences, since the bn:00047209n BabelNet synset does not
have any Wikidata correspondence);
• M(Q(BabelNet, interrogatorio)) = [Q327018, Q56323357, Q195414].
Therefore, the outputs of the Knowledge Base Access step are six ordered lists of
elements in the Wikidata space, for each <lCen, lCit> ∈ LC. In our example, we obtain
the six lists for the pair of labels <interrogation, interrogatorio>, as well as the six lists for
<questioning, interrogatorio> (see Figure 5).
(3) Scoring. The Scoring step is composed of the Candidates Selection and Voting
substeps.
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(3.1) Candidates Selection. On the basis of the results provided by the map-
ping function M, we compute the best candidate for the pair of labels <lCen,
lCit>. To this aim, we take into consideration the set Candidates<lCen, lCit>
of candidates obtained by intersecting the six resulting lists (note that this
intersection may be empty, since a query may provide no result and the
mapping of a query result may return an empty set; in this case, we con-
sider the maximum number of mapped query results that provide a non-
empty intersection; if all the mapped query results are empty, no candidate
is returned for the considered pair of labels). In our example, we have
Candidates<interrogation, interrogatorio> = {Q327018}, and computing the best can-
didate is trivial. In general, Candidates<lCen, lCit> may contain more than one
element. In that case, we score all candidates to single out the best one. To this
purpose, we define the function S(wdci) = ∑L∈LS position(wdci, L), which com-
putes the score of the candidate wdci∈ Candidates<lCen, lCit>, where position(wdci,
L) returns the position of wdci in the list L belonging to the set LS of the in-
tersected lists of results. In our example, S(Q327018) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +
1 = 6, because Q327018 always appears as the first element in each list of
results. Since the scoring function sums the ranking positions, lower scores
correspond to candidates that, on average, are in a higher position in the re-
sulting rankings. Thus, we select the candidate in Candidates<lCen, lCit> with the
minimum score: bestCandidate<lCen, lCit> = argminwdci∈Candidates<lCen, lCit> S(wdci).
Moreover, a confidence value Confidence<lCen, lCit>(bestCandidate<lCen, lCit>) is
associated with the best candidate, defined as the number of the lists of results
that contain the best candidate, divided by the total number of queries. In
our example, Confidence<interrogation,interrogatorio>(Q327018) = 1, because Q327018
occurs in each list of results. Therefore, the output of the Candidates Se-
lection substep for the HERO category C is the set CandidatesC containing a
pair < bestCandidate<lCen, lCit>, Confidence<lCen, lCit>(bestCandidate<lCen, lCit>)> for
each <lCen, lCit> ∈ LC for which the Knowledge Base Access step returned at
least one non-empty list. In our example, CandidatesQuestioning = {<Q327018,
1>,<Q327018, 0.67>} (Figure 5).
(3.2) Voting. The Voting substep either returns the Wikidata category correspond-
ing to the HERO category C or it answers that no correspondence exists.
Basically, it selects in CandidatesC the best matching Wikidata category BM(C)
for the HERO category C. It is worth noting that CandidatesC may contain mul-
tiple occurrences for a same Wikidata category (e.g., in our example, Q327018
occurs twice). We adopt a major voting strategy and select the candidate with
the maximum number of occurrences as the best matching Wikidata category
for the HERO category C, i.e., M(C) = argmaxwdci∈Cat(CandidatesC) Count(wdci,
CandidatesC), where Cat(CandidatesC) is the set of Wikidata categories occurring
in CandidatesC and Count(wdci, CandidatesC) counts the occurrences of wdci in
CandidatesC. As confidence score for the best matching Wikidata category, we
take the arithmetic mean of the confidence scores associated with its occur-
rences in CandidatesC: If this confidence score is greater than an established
threshold θ, BM(C) is returned as the Wikidata category corresponding to the
HERO category C; otherwise, no correspondence is returned for C. In our ex-
ample, the Candidates Selection substep returns a set of candidates containing
only two occurrences of the Q327018 Wikidata category; then, BM(Questioning)
= Q327018, with confidence 0.835. Since in our case, we set the threshold θ =
0.15, Q327018 is returned as the Wikidata category corresponding to the Ques-
tioning HERO class. Whenever the list CandidatesC contains several candidates
with the same greatest number of votes, we select the one with the greatest
confidence. If there is a tie on the confidence score too, we choose the best
ranked candidate obtained by querying Wikidata using the English language.
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If none of them occurs in the results of that query, we randomly choose one
of them. The whole process does not always return a correspondence for the
HERO category C. In fact, the following may happen:
• The Candidates Selection substep returns CandidatesC = ∅. This may
happen when the Knowledge Base Access step returns only empty lists
for each pair of labels <lCen, lCit> ∈ LC;
• The Voting substep finds a best matching Wikidata category M(C) with a
confidence score lower than the threshold θ.
Evaluation of the approach.
We exploited the same approach for both classes and individuals in HERO. The
ontology contains 429 classes; 189 of them have a corresponding entity in the Wikidata
space, while for 240, no correspondence exists. Additionally, the ontology contains 145
individuals: For the vast majority of them, a correspondence does exist, and for only 32 of
them, it does not. Then, we manually fixed the matching strategy errors by either choosing
the appropriate Wikidata category for HERO categories with a possible match or by setting
“no correspondence” for HERO categories with no Wikidata correspondence.
We evaluated our automatic matching strategy in order to estimate its reliability and
reusability: Since both Wikidata and HERO are constantly evolving, the same approach will
be adopted with new versions of the two models; therefore, we are interested in assessing
its suitability in the perspective of its reuse.
We considered the following as correct results: (i) the returned associations between
a HERO category and its actual Wikidata corresponding category; (ii) the returned “no
correspondence” answer for those HERO categories for which no Wikidata corresponding
category exists. We considered the following as wrong results: (i) the returned associations
between a HERO category and a wrong Wikidata category, for those HERO categories
for which a correspondence exists; (ii) the returned “no correspondence” answer for the
HERO categories for which a Wikidata corresponding category does exist; (iii) the returned
associations between a HERO category and a Wikidata category, for those HERO categories
for which no correspondence exists.
We consider the reference matching set RM of the actual correspondences between
HERO and Wikidata categories and the set SM of the correspondences returned by the
system. Then, we computed the precision P = | RM ∩ SM ||SM| , the recall R =
| RM ∩ SM |
|RM| , and
the F1-measure (i.e., the harmonic mean of P and R).
The results are presented in Table 1: Our approach obtains satisfying performances
with better results on classes.
Table 1. Precision, recall, and F1-measure of the automatic matching strategy.
P R F1-Measure
Classes 0.88 0.82 0.85
Individuals 0.77 0.77 0.77
If we consider the results of the evaluation, the false positives are mainly formed by
the cases for which there exists no correspondence in the Wikidata domain, nevertheless,
the algorithm provides a candidate: Such errors sum up to 52 out of 75 for classes and 20
out of 35 for individuals. Since this part of false positives is the most incisive, we further
analyzed such errors. We noticed that the vast majority of them are provided with a low
confidence score, i.e., 0.33 and 0.17. Additionally, such errors seem to be driven by some
specific circumstances: (a) very specific and localized concepts, such as HERO trade union
secretariat or temporary layoff ; (b) specific actions belonging to our domain, such as HERO
wounding, which is intended as the act of inflicting a wound, or HERO police charge, which
is intended as the act of charging by a police formation. For these actions, the label of
the concept in HERO consists of multiple words, and at least one of them has a general
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meaning, which is fully represented in general purpose knowledge bases (e.g., layoff,
police, trade union). In such cases, the query returns the general concept, hiding the lack of
the specific one. For example, the query for “police charge” returns the Wikidata category
police (Q35535) instead of the empty set.
If checking the correctness of a returned correspondence is rather easy, checking the
correctness of a “no correspondence” answer requires browsing Wikidata to look for a
possible match. For this reason, we evaluated the reliability of our approach in stating
that no Wikidata correspondence exists for a HERO category: Given the set CN of HERO
categories for which no correspondence exists, and the set N of HERO categories for which
the matching systems answers “no correspondence”, we estimated the probability of a lack
of match for a HERO category, given that the matching system answers“no correspondence”
for it, as P(CN| N) = |CN ∩ N||N| . The results presented in Table 2 show that the system is
highly reliable in this task; therefore, in such cases, we can reasonably save us the effort of
checking the system’s answers.
Table 2. Estimated probability that a “no correspondence” answer is correct.
Classes Individuals
P(CN|N) 0.94 1.0
3.2. Mappings between Properties and Mappings Between Complex Patterns
In this section, we present the mappings between Wikidata and HERO patterns involv-
ing properties. In some cases, the mapping is straightforward, since the correspondence
is defined between two properties. In other cases (actually, the most interesting ones), a
Wikidata property, or a Wikidata pattern, corresponds to a complex representation in terms
of HERO.
As mentioned before, we tried to use the algorithm developed to map categories
(Section 3.1) to obtain mappings between Wikidata and HERO properties, but the results
were not so encouraging. Considering the 380 properties defined in HERO, only 57 of them
were mapped by the algorithm to a Wikidata property and, analyzing these mappings, we
observed that only 15 of them were correct. As a consequence of these results, we analyzed
the structure of the Wikidata semantic model, to individuate groups of properties that are
noteworthy for our domain.
A first property that needs to be mapped is the Wikidata instance of (P31) property,
which relates individuals with the categories to which they belong. As reported in Table 3,
instance of (P31) is mapped to rdf:type (mapping 1). Such a mapping states that any
Wikidata triple <?X, instance of, (P31) ?Y> can be translated in HERO as <?X, rdf:type, Map-
c(?Y)>, where Map-c(?Y) is the HERO category corresponding to the Wikidata category ?Y,
according to the mappings between categories (Section 3.1), or one of its super-categories
(actually, the HERO triple should formally be <Map-i(?X), rdf:type, Map-c(?Y)>, where Map-
i(?X) represents the individual in the PRiSMHA triplestore corresponding to the Wikidata
individual ?X. For the sake of simplicity, in this section, we assume that Wikidata and
PRiSMHA can formally share instances). The function Map-c is computed as follows:
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Table 3. Four sample mappings from Wikidata description patterns to HERO ones. Variables are
prefixed with the question mark (e.g., ?X). Variables occurring in Wikidata patterns are intended as
universally quantified, while those occurring only in HERO patterns are intended as existentially
quantified. For the sake of readability, the latter are named ?H1, . . . ?H4. Map-c(?Y) is the result of
the mapping of the Wikidata category ?Y to a HERO category; in mapping 3, quals indicates Wikidata
qualifiers, and conds expresses conditions for the associated optional triple to be created.
Mapping # Wikidata Pattern HERO Pattern
1 <?X instance of(P31) ?Y > <?X rdf:type Map-c(?Y)>
2 <?X place of birth(P19) ?Y> <?X hasBirthPlace ?Y>
3 <?X employer(P 108) ?Y>
+ quals:
{<start time(P580) ?T1>,

























4 <?X killed by(P157) ?Y> <?H1 rdf:type Homicide>
<?H1 hasPatient ?X>
<?H1 hasAgent ?Y >
<?H2 rdf:type PersonDeath>
<?H2 hasPatient ?X >
<?H1 isCausalFactorOf ?H2>
Map-c:
input: a Wikidata category WdC;
output: a HERO category equivalent to WdC or to a super-category of WdC
1. Add WdC to a FIFO queue Q
2. For each C in Q:
a. If a correspondence is defined for C,
return the HERO category specified by the mapping
b. Add the parents of C to Q
3. return HEROEntity//if WdC and all its ancestors do not map to any HERO cate-gory,
//the most general HERO category is returned.
In order to get the parents of a Wikidata category (C), we use the following SPARQL
query, which retrieves all the fillers (objects) for the Wikidata properties instance of (P31)
and subclass of (P279), in statements where the subject is the Wikidata category C.
select * where {
{ select ?c where {









Consider, as an example, the Wikidata statement <Sandro Pertini, instance of (P31),
human (Q5)>. According to mapping 1 in Table 3, this triple is translated in HERO as
<SandroPertini, rdf:type, Map-c(human (Q5))>. Since no direct correspondence (in the sense
specified in Section 3.1) is defined for human (Q5), Map-c enqueues all its parents, namely:
the Wikidata categories person (Q215627), organisms known by a particular common name
(Q55983715), natural person (Q154954), and omnivore (Q164509), as shown in Figure 6. Map-c
now considers person (Q215627), for which a mapping is defined to the PhysicalPerson
HERO class. So, Map-c returns PhysicalPerson; i.e., Map-c(human (Q5)) = PhysicalPerson.
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In order to individuate the domain and range of a given property, we considered
the type constraint (Q21503250), representing the domain of the property, and the value
type constraint (Q21510865), representing the rang of the property. In some cases, we
used the additional informati n about roperties provided by the Property Talk tool
(www.wikidata.org/wiki/T mplate:Property_talk, accessed on 10 May 2021), to help us
understand the correct m aning of the property and the way it is used, considering the
examples of usage and the discussion between users available in the Property Talk (it
is possible to view the Property Talk associated to a particular property using the base
URL https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property_talk:PWID (accessed on 10 May 2021) replacing
“PWID” ith the Wikidata Property ID of the property hich we want to analyze).
We analyzed the list of extracted properties to select the candidates to be mapped to
HERO. Some properties, such as place of birth (P19) and place of death (P20), can be directly
mapped to the corresponding HERO properties (e.g., hasBirthPlace and hasDeathPlace,
respectively). These cases are captured by mappings such as mapping 2 in Table 3. For
instance, the Wikidata statement <Sandro Pertini, place of birth (P19), Stella San Giovanni> is
translated in HERO as <SandroPertini, hasBirthPlace, StellaSanGiovanni>.
In some cases, we defined more complex mappings in order to represent in HERO
the rich information provided by some description patterns in Wikidata. In particular,
some of these complex mappings take into account the Wikidata qualifiers. In Wikidata, a
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qualifier is a property used to refine a property statement. For instance, Figure 8 shows the
Wikidata statement asserting that Sergio Pininfarina (Q286469)—an Italian businessman
and designer—has been employed (employer property, P108) at Politecnico di Torino; this
information is refined by three qualifiers: start time, end time, and position held, to set time
boundaries (1974–1977) and to specify his role (professor).
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In such cases, the translation is performed according to mapping patterns such as
mapping 3 in Table 3. Intuitively, in such mapping patterns, universally quantified variables
(i.e., those occurring in the Wikidata pattern) represent corresponding individuals in
Wikidata and in the PRiSMHA Semantic KB, while existentially quantified variables (i.e.,
those occurring only in the HERO pattern) represent HERO individuals that must be
created (or retrieved from the PRiSMHA Semantic KB, if they are already present in it)
when applying the mapping. It is worth noting that there are information items that are
conceptually implied by Wikidata patterns but can not be formally derived from them:
Complex mappings make them explicit in terms of HERO. For example, if someone is
employed in an organization, playing a specific role in it, such an organization actually
institutionalizes (in the sense specified in [10]) that role (see Section 2).
We describe the semantics of mapping 3 in Table 3 through the example of Sergio
Pininfarina. Given the Wikidata description shown in Figure 8, the application of the
mappings prescribes to enrich the PRiSMHA Semantic KB by:
• Stating that Sergio Pininfarina is affiliated to Politecnico di Torino (<SergioPininfarina,
isAffiliatedTo, Polito>);
• Creating an instance of the Profession HERO class, professorAtPolito, to represent the
specific role played, i.e., “professor at Politecnico di Torino” (<professorAtPolito, rdf:type,
Profession>);
• Stating that Sergio Pininfarina played the role of professorAtPolito (<SergioPininfarina,
isClassifiesdBy, professorAtPolito);
• Stating that the role professorAtPolito is institutionalized by the Politecnico di Torino
(<Polito, institutionalizes, professorAtPolito>);
• Stating that the professorAtPolito role is a sub-role of the professor role (<professorAt-
Polito, subRoleOf, professor>); in fact, since the Wikidata professor (Q121594) category is
mapped to the professor HERO role (i.e., Map-c(Q121594) = professor), in this case, pro-
fessor is an instance of the Role HERO class; thus, the conditions expressed in mapping
3 (Table 3) are satisfied;
• Creating an instance of the TemporaryAffiliationToOrganization HERO class, ta, to rep-
resent the fact that Sergio Pininfarina was temporarily affiliated to the Politecnico di
Torino (<ta, rdf:type, TemporaryAffiliationToOrganization>);
• Stating that Sergio Pininfarina was temporarily affiliated to some organization (<ta,
hasAffiliationToOrganizationEntityElement, SergioPininfarina>);
• Stating that the organization Sergio Pininfarina was temporarily affiliated to was the
Politecnico of Torino (<ta, hasAffiliationToOrganizationOrganizationElement, Polito>);
• Stating that the temporary affiliation lasted for a specific time interval temp (<ta,
hasTemporalParameterElement, temp>);
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• Creating an instance tc of the TemporaryClassification HERO class, to represent the fact
that Sergio Pininfarina temporarily played the role of professor at Politecnico di Torino
(<tc, rdf:type,TemporaryClassification>);
• Stating that Sergio Pininfarina has temporarily played some role (<tc, hasClassification-
ClassifiedEntityElement, SergioPininfarina>);
• Stating that the role temporarily played by Sergio Pininfarina is professorAtPolito (<tc,
hasClassificationClassifyingConceptElement, professorAtPolito>);
• Stating that the temporary classification lasted for the temp time interval (<tc, hasTem-
poralParameterElement, temp>);
• Stating that temp is an instance of the TimeInterval HERO class (<temp rdf:type TimeIn-
terval>);
• Stating that temp starts in 1974 (<temp, intBeginsIn, 1974>);
• Stating temp ends in 1977 (<temp, intEndsIn, 1977>).
In some cases, we defined complex mappings from Wikidata description patterns
to event representations in HERO. For instance, Figure 9 shows a Wikidata statement,
involving the killed by Wikidata property (P157), asserting that Giovanni Falcone (an Italian
magistrate murdered by the Mafia) was assassinated by Giovanni Brusca, an Italian mafioso
(among other killers).
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Figure 9. An example showing a Wikidata statement about Giovanni Falcone (from https://www.
wikidata.org/wiki/Q207073, accessed on 10 May 2021).
In such case , the Wikidata descriptions are tr nslated by xplicitly introducing HERO
events (see mapping 4 in Table 3).
In our example, the system suggests adding two events: (i) a homicide, p r trated by
Giovanni Brusca (among the o rs) with Giovanni Falcone as a victim, and (ii) the dea
of Giovann Falcone, which as caused by the homicide. The choice of sugge tin both
events (the homicide and the deat ) is the resul of our analysis of the intended sema tics
of the Wikida a property killed by: The use of such a property, in fact, implies that th
subject died as a consequence of a homicide.
The application of the mappings prescribes to enrich the PRiSMHA Semantic KB by:
• Creating an i t o icide cla s (<e1, rdf:type, Homicide>) (the use of
the Homicide HERO class in th definiti n of this mapping is a choice based on th
semantics of the Wikidata property killed by, emerged by our analysis);
• Stating that Giovanni Falcone “participated” in the homicide e1 with the role of
“patient”, i.e., the participant who was affected by the event (<e1, hasPatient, Giovanni-
Falcone>);
• Stating that Giovanni Brusca participated in the homicide e1 with the role of “agent”,
i.e., a participant who voluntarily acted in the event (<e1, hasAgent, GiovanniBrusca>);
• Creating an instance e2 of the PersonDeath class (<e2, rdf:type, PersonDeath>.
• Stating that Giovanni Falcone “participated” in the event of his death (e2) again with
the role of “patient” (<e2, hasPatient, GiovanniFalcone>);
• Stating that the homicide of Giovanni Falcone caused his death (<e1, isCausalFactorOf,
e2>, where isCausalFactorOf is a HERO property representing a causality relation
between events.
As far as mappings between properties and mappings between complex patterns are
concerned, we defined a total of 57 simple property mappings and 32 complex mappings.
4. Using Wikidata Information to Suggest Semantic Representations
Imagine a user is annotating a document, and she needs to add a new entity, corre-
sponding to Sandro Pertini, to the Semantic KB. As described in Section 2, she can click
View or add annotations (Figure 2) to get the window enabling her to add a new entity
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(by clicking Add (and link) new entity: Figure 3). The user can now select the entity type,
PhysicalPerson in our example, and provide a label, e.g., “Sandro Pertini”: This makes the
system generate the form to be filled in to characterize the new entity (Figure 4); the form
containing properties suitable to describe the new entity is dynamically generated on the
basis of the selected type (class) for the entity itself (see [4]). At this point, the user can
ask for suggestions from external resources (Wikidata in the current prototype) by clicking
Search on external resource.
The system opens a new window (Figure 10) with a small form already filled in with
a type (e.g., PhysicalPerson) and a label to be used to search Wikidata. By clicking the Search
button, the system searches Wikidata for entities whose type and label are the specified
ones. As far as the type is concerned, the system searches for all Wikidata entities whose
category corresponds to the selected HERO class (PhysicalPerson in our example). More
precisely, it searches for all the triples in which the property is instance of (P31) and the
object is a Wikidata category c corresponding to the selected HERO class, or a subcategory
of c (see [6])].
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reference/#L4858, accessed on 10 May 2021), corresponding to the Corrisponde esattamente a
“property” in the form (see Figure 4); the Link & get suggestions button, besides linking the
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When the user clicks the Link & get suggestions button, the system extracts from
Wikidata all the statements containing mapped properties and referring to the entity in
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focus, Sandro Pertini in the current example; part of this information is graphically shown
in Figure 11.
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In SPARQL terms, we first ask for all the properties that describe Sandro Pertini
(Q1233) by means of the following query (the Wikidata ID at line 2 is the ID of the entity
we are searching information for):
1 select distinct ?p where {
2 wd:Q1233 ?p ?o.
3 }
From this set of properties, we extract the ones for which a mapping is defined. Then,
for each selected property, considering the Wikidata entity in focus as subject, we look for
the available fillers (objects), by means of SPARQL queries such as the following:
1 select distinct ?o where {
2 wd:Q1233 p:P39 ?os.
3 ?os ps:P39 ?o.
4 }
At line 2, using the p namespace enables us to obtain the statements related to a
specific Wikidata property (P39—position held in the example), having the entity Q1233
(Sandro Pertini) as subject. At line 3, using t e ps amespace enables us to obtain the fillers
(objects) for the selected property (e.g., President of Italy, Member of the Italian Senate, etc.).
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When all this information has been extracted, the system applies the mappings (Sec-
tion 3) and produces the suggestions for Sandro Pertini:
• Is a Person;
• Has name Alessandro Pertini, Sandro Pertini;
• Has family name Pertini;
• Was born on 25-9-1896;
• Was born in Stella San Giovanni;
• Died on 24-2-1990;
• Died in Rome;
• Was married to Carla Voltolina;
• Played the role of student at University of Genoa;
• Played the role of politician;
• Played the role of journalist;
• Played the role of member of the Constituent Assembly of Italy;
• Played the role of President of the Chamber of Deputies of Italy from 5-6-1968 to
4-7-1976;
• Played the role of President of Italy from 9-7-1978 to 29-6-1985;
• Played the role of member of the Chamber of Deputies of the Italian Republic;
• Played the role of member of the Italian Senate;
• Played the role of Italian senator for life from 29-6-1985 to 24-2-1990;
• Was affiliated to United Socialist Party;
• Was affiliated to Italian Socialist Party;
• Was affiliated to University of Genoa;
• Was affiliated to University of Florence;
• Participated in World War I;
• Was a candidate in the 1978 Italian presidential election.
The form in Figure 12 shows some of the suggestions.
Suggestions can be refused by clicking the remove button under each property. Entities
suggested as property fillers (e.g., Italian Socialist Party—Q590750, suggested filler of an
affiliatedTo HERO property) can be new entities or entities that are already present in the
PRiSMHA Semantic KB. In the former case, the system suggests their creation on the
basis of the Wikidata label and type. Moreover, the new PRiSMHA entity is linked to the
Wikidata entity by means of the skos:exactMatch relation. In the latter case, the system
checks if there is a statement in the PRiSMHA Semantic KB in which the property is
skos:exactMatch and the object is the Wikidata entity (e.g., Italian Socialist Party): The subject
of such a statement is the corresponding PRiSMHA entity to be suggested.
Some of the suggestions correspond to complex patterns, which are described in
Section 3.2. For example, Sandro Pertini played the role of President of Italy from 9/7/1978
to 29/6/1985. It is worth noting that this information is shown in a fairly simple shape
to users (Figure 12), although it corresponds to a complex representation in HERO terms,
analogous to mapping 3 in Table 3. This is a way in which PRiSMHA hides the complexity
of the ontology, without abdicating the full expressive power of the formal semantic
representation underneath it (see also Section 6 for a discussion).
After having evaluated all suggestions (and possibly removed and replaced them
with different information), the user can simply save the form by clicking the Save button,
or she can save the form and look at further suggestions by clicking the Save & see further
suggestions button. In the latter case, all information in the form is saved (i.e., the corre-
sponding triples are added to the Semantic KB, as indicated by the mappings, and the user
is prompted with a new window displaying further suggestions, if any (Figure 13)).
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i r s t o further sug estions related to Sandro Pertini: his participation i
World War I and his participation in the 1978 Italian presidential election as a candidate.
Underneath this simple user interface, again, there is the representation of events, based
on HERO, as described in Section 2. For example, the first suggested event (World War
I) corresponds to the following triples: <e, rdf:type, War> <e, hasParticipant, SandroPertini>
<SandroPertini, rdf:type, PhysicalPerson>.
The user can edit the representation of a suggested event by clicking the corresponding
Edit suggested representation button. Consider the second suggested event, in our example:
When clicking the Edit suggested representation button, the user is prompted with a new
form for characterizing the event (Figure 14 shows a part of it), which is filled in with
information from Wikidata: In the example, the type (i.e., the Election HERO class), the label
(“1978 Italian presidential election”), and the hasCandidate HERO property, filled in with the
entity Sandro Pertini (this specific suggestion is derived from the complex mapping of the
candidacy in election Wikidata property, P3602, onto the complex HERO pattern representing
specific participation in election events as a candidate).
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5. Evaluation and Discussion
The aim of the evaluation we discuss in is ection is to assess ur mappings, in
par icular the complex ones (see Section 3.1) with respect to the quality of the sugge tions
for the users of the ann tation platform. Obviously, the quantit (but probably also the
quality) of t e inf rmation we can extract from Wikidata strongly depends on the entity
e are searching for. For the evaluation, we need entities, within the selected domai ,
for which we can get a significant amount of information, and, in particular, information
enabling the syste to use the complex mappings we aim at assessing. Thus, we selected
four famous preeminent figures of the Italian history of the 20th century for which the
information we can extract from Wikidata satisfy our requirements: Sandro Pertini, Aldo
Moro, Sergio Garavini, and Giovanni Falcone.
We prepared a questionnaire presenting the information extracted for each person and
asking user opinions through questions including radio buttons and free-text comments
(see Appendix A). Then, we submitted the questionnaire to a pool of potential users of
the PRiSMHA platform, obtaining complete answers from 37 participants: 49% of them
were between 40 and 59 years old, 24% were between 20 and 39 years old„ and 27% were
between 60 and 79 years old,; 59.5% had a master degree, 32.5% had a PhD, and 8% a high
school degree; 81% were workers, 11% were retired, and 8% were students.
As we claimed above, our goal was a qualitative evaluation of the suggestions, i.e.,
of the information extracted from Wikidata on the basis of our mappings; therefore, a
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quantitative analysis of the results makes little sense, since data are too small. However,
we provide a short comment on quantitative results since they can still provide us with
useful insights.
As shown in Table 4, overall, the information extracted from Wikidata on the basis of
our mappings seems to be useful: More than 80% of it was accepted by users (and the most
part was accepted without changes). However, a significant number of answers indicate
that the extracted information is not enough to characterize the person in focus (missing
info row in Table 4), with slightly different results for the four persons: 49% for Pertini, 62%
for Moro, 35% for Garavini, and 65% for Falcone. For Moro, some users also claimed that
there is too much information (too much info row in Table 4): To understand this twofold
claim, we need to look at user comments, which are discussed below.
Table 4. Results (percentage of answers). Options refer to Appendix A.
Pertini Moro Garavini Falcone Overall
used info (as it is or with modification)—options [a]+[b] 82% 81% 82% 83% 82%
missing info—option [f] 49% 62% 35% 65% 53%
too much info—option [h] 11% 41% 0% 0% 13%
too little info—option [i] 22% 19% 30% 62% 33%
The core of our evaluation is user comments. In the following, we first present, and
then discuss, the most relevant issues that emerged from them.
All free-text questions (see Appendix A) were optional, and besides asking users for
the reasons for their radio-button choices, they asked for explanations about missing or
too much/too little information (see Table 4). Only the last question encouraged users
to express a completely free comment. Some users explicitly wrote that the suggestions
were clear and precise. In particular, a participant wrote: “It seems to me that the system
proposes clear and accurate information, easy to understand, also without a specific
knowledge of the persons in focus or of the historical context they belong to. In some cases,
the information is incomplete, but fortunately the proposal can be changed and integrated.
I did not find really wrong or useless suggestions”.
However, the most interesting comments are those containing some criticism. We
discuss them in the following.
(1) A lot of participants (54%) remarked that the information about Pertini lacks data
about the very important fact that he was a Partisan in the Italian Resistenza, fighting
against Fascism during World War II. Moreover, a significant number of users (24%)
reported, more specifically, that he was a member of the CLN (Comitato di Liberazione
Nazionale), he was kept in prison (from where he escaped), he was exiled in France,
he was director of the Avanti! newspaper, all relevant data for the characterization of
his life, according to users, and missing from our suggestions.
(2) Many participants (32%) wrote that the information suggested for Moro and referring
to his different roles in different Italian Governments was too scattered and redundant,
due to the specification, as distinct items, of all the periods of times in which he played
each role (e.g., Prime Minister of Italy, Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs, and so on).
Moreover, a significant number of users (54%) stated that suggestions about Moro miss
information about his kidnapping and details about his homicide, in particular when
and where it took place, and, most important, that he was killed by Brigate Rosse (the
well-known Italian terrorist organization). Finally, some participants (11%) remark
that his important role in the discussion about the Compromesso Storico (the possible
political agreement between Democrazia Cristiana and Partito Comunista parties in the
1970s) is missing.
(3) Garavini was the less known figure we proposed, and Wikidata itself contains less
data with regard to the other analyzed persons: For instance, a couple of users
reported missing information about his education and his family. A significant
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number of participants (19%) notice that he had an important role in CGIL Trade
Union, and this information is missing. A single, but very important, comment
underlines that the birth date of Garavini is wrong (Wikidata says 8 April 1927—
www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q338536, accessed on 10 May 2021), while the correct date
is 18 May 1926—it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergio_Garavini, accessed on 10 May 2021).
(4) A lot of comments (51% of users) report that suggestions about Falcone lack informa-
tion about his fight against the Mafia, and in particular, his role in important trials
against such a criminal organization, such as the well-known Maxiprocesso. More-
over, a number of users (14%) complain about the lack of important details about
his homicide, such as where and when it took place, or the fact that the killers were
affiliated to the Mafia, or that other people died in that massacre, such as his wife
(Francesca Morvillo) and his bodyguards. Finally, a few participants (8%) remark that
his relationship with Paolo Borsellino (a well-known Italian magistrate who closely
collaborated with Falcone) is totally missing.
(5) There are some general comments that do not refer to any specific person analyzed
but represent interesting feedback for us. Some users remarked that the information
about the affiliation of a person to a university, together with the information that
he was a student, or a professor, at that university, is redundant. A user wrote that
too many suggestions (such as, for instance, in the case of political roles for Moro)
could take a long time to be checked, and this can become an overload instead of help
for users.
A lot of remarks by participants refer to missing information. In many cases, this is not
due to a limitation of our mappings but to the fact that the information is simply missing
in Wikidata. This is the case for all the remarks about Pertini (point (1)); details about the
homicide of Moro (and in particular, for the Brigate Rosse as killers), and his role in the
discussion about the Compromesso Storico (point (2)); data concerning Garavini’s education
and family, as well as his role in CGIL Trade Union (point (3)); information about the fight
of Falcone against the Mafia and his role in the Maxiprocesso, the fact that his wife and his
bodyguards died when he was killed, and his relationship with Paolo Borsellino (point (4)).
Finally, a comment underlined a mistake in Wikidata, i.e., Garavini’s birth date.
The missing information that the killers of Falcone were affiliated to the Mafia de-
serves a slightly different consideration. The Mafia as an entity (a criminal organization—
Q1458155) is not mentioned in the data directly related to Falcone (Q207073); the word
“Mafia” only occurs in the textual description of the entity (“Italian magistrate murdered
by the Mafia”). The same is true for three out of five mentioned killers (namely, La Barbera,
Cancemi, and Ganci); for Brusca, the word is not used, while in the case of Riina, Wiki-
data says that his family (property P53) is Sicilian Mafia (instance of the category criminal
organization). Currently, we do not access these data for the following reasons:
(a) We decided to consider only Wikidata triples where the entity in focus (Falcone in
this case) is the subject, without extracting data about property fillers (i.e., objects).
(b) We have no mapping for the Wikidata family property (P53), i.e., no corresponding
concept is present in HERO. Moreover, it does not seem to be suited to express
affiliation to a criminal organization.
(c) At the moment, we do not exploit text in the descriptions of Wikidata entities we
search for.
In particular, points (a) and (c) could be taken into consideration in our future work,
in order to enhance suggestions.
The missing suggestion about Moro’s kidnapping is also worth briefly discussing.
The Wikidata data about Moro contain a reference to his kidnapping: kidnapping of Aldo
Moro (Q1634609), instance of kidnapping (Q318296) is the filler of the cause of death property
(P509). We do not grasp this information, since we decided not to map this property, due
to the confusion related to its range, and in particular to the fact that the notion of cause
underneath it is definitely not precise: For example, considering the kidnapping of Moro,
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the cause of his death is simply wrong. However, since this property can provide us with
useful information, we will take it into consideration again for a deeper study.
Finally, some comments point out possible wrong choices in the presentation of the
information to users. The information suggested for Moro referring to his different roles in
different Italian Governments, which were considered scattered and redundant by many
participants, could be presented in a more compact way. A general strategy could be to
merge all data coming from the same property (e.g., position held) with the same filler (e.g.,
Prime Minister of Italy) but different qualifiers values (e.g., start time: . . . end time: . . . ),
presenting such data as a single suggestion.
Another case that recommends a different presentation concerns the information about
affiliation to a university, when being a student (or a professor) at the same university. Our
mapping for the educated at Wikidata property (P69) prescribes the assertion of both the fact
that the subject played the role of student at a given University and that the same subject
was affiliated to that University (see Section 3.1). The second assertion is more generic than
the first one; thus, users tend to consider it useless, but we think that it can be useful for the
system. The solution could be hiding the affiliation relation when presenting suggestions
to the user, while keeping it in the system KB (if the user confirms the correctness of the
overall suggestion).
We conclude this section by briefly commenting on a participant observation that
too many suggestions could turn into an overload for users. Trying to provide more
compact suggestions could slightly mitigate this problem. However, obviously, the trade-
off between helping and bothering users with supporting features is a delicate balance
to be found: Our approach, based on a careful in-depth analysis of Wikidata aiming at
extracting only high-quality data, “filtered” by HERO, aims at finding such a balance.
6. Related Work
Ontology-based annotation and ontology-based data access. Ontologies are a for-
mal representation of categories, properties, and relations between concepts [15]. An
ontology is usually employed to extensively represent a specific domain, thus providing
for it a semantic vocabulary, but it also defines a schema that can be interconnected with
already developed cross-domain knowledge bases, in order to achieve interoperability [16].
One of the multiple applications of an ontology is to serve as a semantic model for doc-
ument annotation in those scenarios where users are required to enrich a document by
exploiting the vocabulary provided by the ontology. For example, in the annotation frame-
work proposed by Andrews and colleagues [17], ontologies are considered as the reference
vocabulary, and the annotation process links the document to the semantic model by asso-
ciating entity mentions to categories in the ontology. The proposed approach assumes that
the ontology exhaustively represents the domain, including individuals, and annotators
simply have to provide a link from the document to an element already available in the
ontology. Consider, for example, a document about the magistrate Giovanni Falcone,
telling that Giovanni Falcone was assassinated by Giovanni Brusca: The aforementioned
framework assumes that the ontology already contains the characterization of Giovanni
Falcone and Giovanni Brusca (and maybe also of the assassination), and the user is called
to link the document with such entities.
In PRiSMHA, we do not assume that all individuals that could be mentioned in
archival documents are already present in the knowledge base, and we ask users of the
platform to add and characterize new entities when needed for the annotation. Since this
activity is time-consuming, the hypothesis we are presenting in this paper is to exploit
external resources, such as Wikidata, to get information suitable for the characterizations
of the new entities, such as Giovanni Falcone and Giovanni Brusca.
A lot of works investigated the possibility of exploiting the semantic power of ontolo-
gies to positively impact on the semantic (meta)data accessibility [5,18–20]. In PRiSMHA,
ontology-based (meta)data access turns into ontology-based (meta)data production. In this
respect, one of the goals of the project is to provide users with a platform that effectively
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supports them in the annotation process, hiding the complexity of the ontology, while,
at the same time, offering them the full expressive power of the semantic schema. This
paper provides a contribution in this direction: In order to alleviate the burden of ontology-
based annotation (and, in particular, of the creation and characterization of new entities),
PRiSMHA provides the users of the annotation platform with automatically extracted sug-
gestions that can be simply sifted through, thus not only saving time but also simplifying
the task (see Section 5).
Using Wikidata. The idea of exploiting Linked Open Data [21] to get historical and
cultural data is not new (see, for instance, [22]). A hub in the LOD cloud (lod-cloud.net)
is Wikidata [7], born in 2012 as a central storage repository for the Wikimedia project,
it represents structured data and makes them freely accessible for visualization, extrac-
tion, and modification in human- and machine-readable formats. In Wikidata, the entries
represent concepts or objects. The knowledge is stored as triples, which describe en-
tries and employ properties to characterize them. Since the beginning, Wikidata has
been perceived as a linking hub for domain-specific knowledge bases [23,24]; in partic-
ular, Wikidata is an important point of convergence for the Cultural Heritage world in
canonical [25,26] and contemporary fashion, such as the Social Networks and Archival Con-
text project (snaccooperative.org), which aims at making the relations among persons,
families, and organizations explicit, also by exploiting Wikidata. Additionally, to em-
phasize the centrality of Wikidata for the Cultural Heritage world, Europeana published
the list of practical steps data providers can take to upload and align their vocabularies
with Wikidata (pro.europeana.eu/post/why-data-partners-should-link-their-vocabulary-
to-wikidata-a-new-case-study, accessed on 10 May 2021).
Wikidata has been widely employed, along with ontologies in two directions: (i) Wikidata
as an enhancement for local metadata [27–29]; (ii) Wikidata as a knowledge hub, where
domain knowledge can be injected so to enrich the general knowledge base [26,29–31].
The direction closest to the approach described in this paper is the enhancement of
local metadata on the basis of Wikidata. Recently, several efforts have been devoted to
enrich local knowledge bases exploiting Wikidata. For example, van Veen and colleagues
improved the access to a collection of Dutch historical newspapers by linking named
entities mentioned in the news to corresponding Wikidata entries [32]. Once the first
step of named entities recognition has been performed, the authors exploited machine
learning to directly match entity mentions to Wikidata elements. Cooney relies on Wikidata
to enhance the list of Holocaust-era ghettos [27]. The project is aimed at enriching the
European Holocaust Research Infrastructure ghettos’ authority by matching entries in the
project dataset and categories in Wikidata through geographical information and names of
ghettos. Opasjumruskit and colleagues tackle the problem of automatically augmenting
ontologies in the framework of information extraction processes [28]. The authors start
with a domain specific ontology, defined by domain experts, and enrich it on the basis
of external knowledge bases, such as WordNet [33] and Wikidata. In order to enrich the
ontology, the authors search Wikidata by using ontology class names and then match the
results with concepts previously identified thanks to WordNet. More recently, van Veen and
colleagues have emphasized the transition from a world made of multiple local identifiers
to a world in which the unique knowledge base identifier is provided by Wikidata [34].
Unfortunately, none of the aforementioned works aims at building complex mappings
between the involved semantic models as the ones addressed in this paper (Section 3), in
which complex patterns are involved.
Ontology matching. Ontology matching [13] is the task of discovering and repre-
senting semantic correspondences among entities of different ontologies (usually two,
but sometimes more). Such correspondences can be undirected or directed. In the latter
case, they are usually called mappings. The need of ontology matching originates from
the presence of different and overlapping ontologies in contexts where distinct pieces
of information must be shared, integrated, translated in a common language or put in
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correspondence with each other. In many cases, this is a complex and expensive task; thus,
its automatization is the subject of an active research field [35].
A semantic correspondence between ontology entities can be simple or complex [36].
In the former case, the correspondence expresses a relation between two simple entities,
such as named classes, properties, or individuals; for instance, it may state that a named
class in an ontology is equivalent to a named class in another ontology. In the latter case,
the semantic correspondence refers to, at least, one complex expression, i.e., an expression
composed of constructors or transformation functions applied to simple entities and/or
to other complex expressions; it may state, for instance, that the set of individuals having
some values for a property in an ontology is equivalent to the (set denoted by the) union
of two classes in another ontology. The correspondences usually express equivalence,
subsumption, disjointness, or some general relation.
In the case of PRiSMHA, the reason for matching the HERO ontology with the Wiki-
data semantic model is to automatically recognize in the latter those pieces of information
that also belong to the domain covered by HERO and to provide users with their translation
in the HERO vocabulary. Thus, we are motivated by data translation needs [13], and our
correspondences actually are mappings from the Wikidata ontology (the source) to HERO
(the target).
We have four kinds of mappings:
(i) Mapping of Wikidata categories to HERO classes (Section 3.1). For instance, the
Wikidata category strike (Q49776) is mapped to the HERO Strike class.
(ii) Mappings of Wikidata categories to HERO individuals (Section 3.1). For instance, the
Wikidata category student (Q48282) is mapped to the HERO student role individual
(note that, in our framework, we distinguish between the ontology and the data:
The former provides the vocabulary by means of which the latter are expressed;
an ontology can contain individuals, and here, we refer only to them, not to those
described by data; this distinction, although sharp in HERO, is a little bit fuzzier in
Wikidata, but since our methodology for finding such a kind of mappings always
starts from HERO, this is not a problem).
(iii) Mappings of Wikidata properties to HERO properties (Section 3.1). For example, the
Wikidata property family name (P734) is mapped to the HERO hasLastName property.
(iv) Mappings of Wikidata individual characterization patterns to HERO individual
characterization patterns; examples are mappings 3 and 4 in Table 3.
Mappings of types (i), (ii), and (iii) are simple, while type (iv) mappings are complex
(actually, mappings of type (i) are formally complex, since the Wikidata model represents
the ground entities categories as individuals, while HERO represents them as classes; in
Wikidata, the relation between a ground entity—e.g., Rome, Barack Obama, World War
II—and its categories are expressed by the Wikidata instance of (P31) property, while in
HERO, they are captured by the rdf:type property; therefore, the mapping of type (i) stating
that Q49776 Wikidata category is equivalent to the HERO Strike class would take the
form: ∃P31.{Q49776}≡hero:Strike, which is an instantiation of the Class by Attribute Value
pattern [37]; however, in principle, this complexity could be circumvented by preliminary
re-phrasing the Wikidata taxonomy in terms of classes.
As stated above (Section 3.1), we manually specified type (iv) mappings. Unfor-
tunately, there was no chance to use any available automatic matching system. Some
state-of-the-art matching systems rely on [38,39] or benefit from [40], the presence of shared
instance data in the matched ontologies. In our case, we exploit the mappings to suggest
users some possibly useful information that they can accept, revise, or refuse when they
populate the system with instance data. Thus, the mappings should be available from the
very beginning, when we cannot assume any shared instance data between our system
and Wikidata. Other approaches are based on rule-based mechanisms that instantiate a set
of pre-defined complex correspondence patterns [37]. However, the well-known patterns
used by those (and other) systems, despite covering many important situations, are not
complete. In particular, they do not satisfy the needs of our data translation task (for
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instance, it is easy to see that no pattern listed in [37] or in [38] covers the case specified in
mapping 3 in Table 3).
In general, complex matching research has obtained important results in the last years.
However, the performance of automatic matching systems on complex matching tasks are
rather poor compared with their results on simple matching tasks, and it is known that
automatic complex matching still remains extremely challenging [41].
Furthermore, it is worth noting that HERO offers some basic ontological notions that
are needed to account for the considered domain, and are useful for reasoning about it;
however, these are not usually present in cross-domain ontologies and are left as implicit
in many datasets, including Wikidata. For example, this is the case of social roles and
their relations [9], of the notions of role institutionalization by organizations, and of the
affiliation of agents to organizations [10]. Many complex mappings that we defined do
rely on these notions, and thus, they actually include an inference step that makes explicit
some knowledge that is not even mentioned in Wikidata (either by the data or by the
underlying model). This would be a further obstacle to the exploitation of any available
ontology matching system as well as an interesting but hard challenge to automatic complex
matching research.
Type (iii) mappings were manually specified (Section 3.1). Our automatic matching
system (Section 3.1) performed poorly on properties. It is known that in some cases,
ontology matchers have some problems with properties [41]. In our case, we conjecture that
this phenomenon could be caused by some peculiarities of the HERO model, where some
properties with specific meaning have labels containing common names, which are possibly
misleading for our matching system. For instance, the HERO property hasEndingEvent
(labeled as “ending event”, “has as the ending event”, “evento finale”, “ha come evento
finale”), whose intended meaning is a relation between perdurants (events or states) and
events representing their conclusion (e.g., the end of World War II), has been wrongly
stated as equivalent to the Wikidata property final event (P3967), which actually represents
the final event of a competition. However, an in-depth analysis of this phenomenon is out
of the scope of the present work, and we leave it as a future work.
For what concerns types (i) and (ii) mappings, we firstly automatically computed a
set of candidate mappings, which we manually evaluated and completed. The automatic
step was based on a language-based element-level matching system [13] that makes use of
external resources (Section 3.1). The decision of implementing a simple matcher tailored
to our needs instead of using any available matching systems is motivated by several
reasons. Firstly, current state-of-the art matching systems still have problems in matching
a domain ontology with a cross-domain one [41], which is exactly our case. Secondly,
the different approaches by which HERO and Wikidata were built entail some significant
ontological differences between the two semantic models. HERO is based on an accurate
ontological analysis, which exploits both existing foundational and core ontologies and
the domain experts’ knowledge, which was aimed at providing a well-founded and sound
framework for domain-specific instance data [4,42]. Differently, Wikidata [7] is a large-scale
crowd-based project aimed at collecting and providing users with a free huge amount of
data in any domain. In Wikidata, the community can contribute both to instance data and
to the schema (i.e., to the underlying ontology). Conflicting data are explicitly admitted,
and some kind of vagueness or any idiosyncratic position can be reasonably expected also
at the ontological level. For instance, let us consider the Wikidata part of (P361) transitive
property. Wikidata states that Barack Obama was part of the 109th United States Congress
(www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q76, accessed on 10 May 2021). If we add the statement that
Barack Obama’s brain is part of Barack Obama (which would be a valid usage of the
P361 property), we could derive that the brain of Barack Obama was part of the 109th
United States Congress. This paradoxical conclusion results from the lack of distinction
in Wikidata between the different notions of part–whole relations [43]. On the opposite,
HERO distinguishes among a notion of parthood imported from formal mereology (that
can express the relationship between Obama and his brain), membership (that can express
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the relationship between Obama and the 109th United States Congress, as far as the latter is
considered as a collection) and affiliation (that can express the relationship between Obama
and the 109th United States Congress, as far as the latter is considered as an organization).
For what concerns the category of the 109th United States Congress, Wikidata states that it
is a legislative term (Q15238777), which is a subcategory of time interval (Q186081). Thus, we
paradoxically have that Obama is part of a time interval. HERO does not allow us to derive
such a conclusion, since in HERO, the 109th United States Congress can be considered
either a Collective or an Organization, which are both disjoint from the TimeInterval class.
Such ontological differences between HERO and the Wikidata ontology would make
it difficult to exploit structure-level (either syntactic or semantic) [13] matching systems in
our scenario.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we tried to answer the initial research question, i.e., to verify if infor-
mation extracted from available external resources (Wikidata in the presented case study)
provides users with useful suggestions in the creation of new entities used in an ontology-
driven annotation process. We described the alignment of the underlying semantic models
and the process used to extract information and generate suggestions.
The evaluation of the approach provided us with positive feedback. In particular,
users considered the suggestions, based on the information extracted from Wikidata, useful,
at least as a good starting point to characterize entities (e.g., persons) to be used in the
ontology-based annotation of documents.
Users’ comments contain interesting recommendations for the enhancement of the
system that encourage the following: (a) broadening the “boundaries” of the information
extraction from Wikidata by analyzing the feasibility of an approach that, besides taking
into account the properties directly related to the entity at hand, also gathers data about
the fillers of those properties (e.g., Falcone’s killers); (b) exploiting the information avail-
able in Wikidata as textual descriptions (e.g., the description of Giovanni Falcone as an
“Italian magistrate murdered by the Mafia”—www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q207073, accessed
on 10 May 2021).
Several comments recommend us to redesign the way in which the system presents
suggestions to its users. The first case, clearly represented by the roles played by Aldo
Moro in different Italian Governments, drives us to design a more compact presentation
of the available information, merging all data referring to the same property with the
same filler (e.g., being the Italian Prime Minister), but different qualifiers values (e.g.,
identifying different periods of time). A second interesting case refers to the affiliation to
an organization while playing a specific role in it (e.g., being a student at a university).
Affiliation is a more generic assertion than role playing, and users judged it redundant and
unnecessary. Thus, affiliation could be left behind the scenes by offering to the user a more
compact suggestion, involving only the played role. This is a general issue, which amounts
to devising criteria for partitioning the information gathered from external resources into a
set of suggestions presented to the users and a set of information items that are “trivially
entailed” by the former and that should be hidden. This is a complex issue that deserves
further research, since the notion of “trivial entailment” is strongly related to the users’
expertise and it is unlikely that it could be reduced to (trivial) logical inferences.
Another aspect that could be taken into account is represented by the mapping choices,
which are driven by the goal of the system. For example, if the semantic descriptions were
used to build a narrative structure that uses events as a backbone [44], when facing Wikidata
property such as spouse (P26), instead of (or in addition to) the HERO property marriedTo,
the system could suggest an event of type Marriage that took place in a given place at a
given time with (at least) two participants both playing the role of spouse.
Finally, we are planning to improve the system by providing it with the capability
of gathering information from multiple sources. As a first step in this direction, we will
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consider Wikidata links to other datasets in the LOD cloud in order to both integrate and
refine the information provided by Wikidata.
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Appendix A
Questions used for the evaluation.
For each suggestion:
[a] I would accept it as it is
[b] I would modify it (because it is wrong)
[c] I would modify it (because it is incomplete)
[d] I would refuse it (because it is wrong)
[e] I would refuse it (because it is useless)
For each person (X):
If you want, you can explain us your choices (referring to X)
[free text]
Do you think that important information about X is missing? (If you want, you can
write which information items are missing in the comment below)
[f] yes, important information is missing
[g] no, the most important items are there
If you want, you can tell us which information items about X are missing
[free text]
Do you think that suggested information about X are...
[h] too much
[i] too little
[l] the proper amount




If you have something more to tell us, here you can do it freely!
[free text]
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